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Graff MOD+ Thermostatic Shower Set
Graff MOD+ Progressive Basin Mixers In Olive Bronze Finish With White Accents
MCJ Lisa Black Framed Mirrors
Acquabella Base Slate Shower Tray In White
Cerasa Double Basin In Matt White With Two Deep Drawers In Olive Matt Lacquer
Tubadzin Duke Stone 60x120cm Porcelain Tiles
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“Styles come
and go. Good
design is a
language, not
a style.”
Massimo Vignelli
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AXOR Uno Wall Mounted Basin Mixers In Brushed Black PVD
Flaminia Saltodacqua Countertop Basins In Lava Grey Matt
Cielo E Terra 120x240cm Porcelain Tiles & Worktop
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ABOUT
				US
ALFA are a family-owned business, based
in Manchester and operating
internationally.
Our goal has always been to
provide the best service, supply the best
quality product and support our retail
and trade clients as best as we can.
This year marks a 10th anniversary of
ALFA Tiles UK and we would like to thank
all of our clients for their continuous
support.

We are wishing everyone all the best
in these tough times and success in
the years to come.
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Book-matched AVA Calacatta Porcelain Tiles 160x320cm
Bespoke Double Basin Worktop By AVA In Matching Calacatta Porcelain.
Graff ME25 Deck Mounted Basin Taps In Steelnox Finish
Bespoke Furniture By KYRYA In Fenix Grey Finish
KEUCO Mirrored Cabinetry
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DESIGN SERVICE
Whether you already have a vision for your dream
bathroom or you are stuck with ideas, let us bring
it to life with CGI and expertise.
Our design team has access to a huge,
ever-growing brand portfolio and years of
design and product knowledge and will help guide
you in the best direction for your project.
The service comprises of both accurate 2D floor
plans and realistic 3D renders so you can be sure
that what you see is what you will get.
The drawings always include the specified
products so you can see how they would look in the
space before going ahead with the purchase.
If you are after a niche product: be it a wooden
Japanese-style bath, bespoke furniture or
personalised tap handles - feel free to ask us and
we are sure we would be able to supply.
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DESIGN SERVICE
We can provide digital mood boards and flat lays
during the remote design stage where a showroom
visit is not viable.
These have become more and more popular the last
few months as retail showrooms remain closed.
We are able to quickly and realistically present
multiple ideas and products, without the
limitation of space and storage.
Additionally, digital mood boards enable us the
opportunity to work alongside other suppliers and
projects, as we have the proficiency and software to
include products from outside of our
portfolio and provide the end client the best
service possible.
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Flaminia Pass 60cm Countertop Basin In Matt Clay
Tubadzin Grigio Cenere Porcelain Tile 120x120cm
Diespeker TE081 Resin Terrazzo
VOLA 111M Wall Mounted Basin Mixer With Medium Handle In Brushed Stainless Steel
VOLA T12-BP Paper Roll Holder In Brushed Stainless Steel
Bespoke Chevron Orange Fired Ceramic Tiles 20.5cm x 8cm
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Our wall and floor coverings come in all shapes and
sizes, ranging from tiny mosaics all the way up to
huge porcelain slabs.
We focus on working exclusively with a few selected
British and European companies to ensure quality,
fast lead times and great customer support.
The current trends are moving towards
incorporating monolith large format tiles in not
only bathrooms but also living areas, kitchens, halls
and external walls. To accomodate, we are
offering over 60 collections which include tiles in
size 120x240cm or larger
from companies that are
on the forefront of design
and manufacturing.

Tubadzin Epoxy Graphite 120x240cm Porcelain Tiles & Worktop
Drench Black Framed Shower Screen
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Controcorrente EQ Dekor Wallpaper
Bespoke Ashton & Bentley Ithaca Dual Colour Bath
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WALLPAPER
Aside from porcelain and ceramic tiles, we also
offer a range of fully waterproof fiberglass
wallpapers, designed especially for wetrooms.
These provide a bold addition to any room and
work especially well with large, plain tiles and
coloured sanitaryware.
Each wallpaper graphic is manufactured and scaled
to size of the wall to maximise the effect.
The wallpaper eliminated the use of grouts and
silicone and are super easy to clean.
All they need is a wipe with a wet cloth...
...or a spray down with a handshower.
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BATHROOMS
At ALFA, we not only design and supply bathroom
products and coverings but also install them,
through our sister company, Qures Bathrooms.
Our installation team has been installing luxury
bathrooms for over 25 years and the service
currently covers East and South Manchester,
Cheshire and West London.
Our design and delivery service is International.
We focus on supplying quality, mid to high end
goods and we are continuously searching for new,
exciting products to include in our portfolio.
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Graff Finezza Bath Set With Handshower In Brushed Nickel Finish
Graff Finezza Bath In Sleekstone White Finish
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BRANDS
Our ever-growing brand portfolio consists of
luxury names such as Catalano, Zucchetti and
Graff.
We are also supporting British brands like Bard &
Brazier, Vado, Roman and BC Designs as well as
offering popular and well known manufacturers
like hansgrohe, Duravit, Vitra and Roca.
Our furniture portfolio ranges from affordable
quality vanities from KOLO to handmade,
bespoke and highly customizable Italian furniture
by Cerasa.
Whether you are after a traditional cloakroom or a
contemporary home wellness centre, our portfolio
and expertise will allow you to create a bathroom
of your dreams.
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sales@alfatiles.uk
01457834200
07896147019
Design Studio
Unit 6 Manchester Road
Mossley, Manchester
OL5 9QN
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